Abstract: Nigel Wood assesses the contemporary institutional status of English and English
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The Public Sphere and Worldliness DOI: 10.1057/9781137478054.0010 Capturing any sense of the present is a complex task, and could simply result in a vague species of subjective anecdotage, doomed to a more or less immediate transience. Jonathan Swift's desperate Teller in his A Tale of a Tub (1704), whose only certainty is that what is uttered would be only 'literally true this minute' , sensed this for, in addressing 'Prince Posterity' , what he has to utter seems only warranted by its currency, for 'what revolutions may happen before it shall be ready for your perusal' no one can predict.
1 An understanding of how English Studies has evolved should, however, derive strength from those who have tried to assess their own present and thereby come to terms with the synchronies of their own moment. The aim of this essay is to hold a mirror up to some present influences on the study of the subject so as to separate out some of the coercions of external agencies from more welcome (and inevitable) developments in the subject. It will also cast an eye on certain aspects of a history of English so as to help define its core interests and thus assess whether they do indeed continue to constitute the subject or are now merely vestigial.
Much of the social mission of English in a university context was initially sociological (if not religious) in emphasis: a necessity to embrace culture to avert anarchy.
2 Culture was eventually instrumental in that it offered an idea of genuine enlightenment derived from the individual mind reading and being sustained by powerfully imaginative literature: authenticity of feeling derived from interrogating what we had been led to think of as civilized, and subjecting it to a challenge of 'conscious and directed effort ... [a] resistance by an armed and active minority' , as Q. D. Leavis termed it, where one 'armed' oneself with genuinely critical skills evinced from close reading.
3 But how might this be regarded now? Is culture an oppositional force in quite this way? One definition of where English might sit in the new order is offered by Mary Poovey when constructing her rubric for a module, entitled 'What is Cultural Economy?':
At the outset, let me say what 'cultural economy' is not. Cultural economy is not the study of the artifacts and institutions -such as literary texts, media forms, or the publishing industry -that are assumed to reside in some relatively autonomous domain called 'culture' . In fact, cultural economy takes as its initial premise the claim that 'culture' cannot be separated from the other two concepts that have traditionally organized the social and cultural sciences: the economy and the social.
